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Abstract - In this paper, we introduce a new method
for on-line character recognition based on the
cooperation of two classifiers. The first one is a k-
nearest-neighbor classifier, the second one is an
evolutionary neural classifier. Several cooperation
architectures (already tested in OCR but seldom in on-
line recognition) are presented, from the easier
(weigthed sum of both classifier outputs) to the most
complicated (integrating neural network). The
recognition improvement varies between 30% and 40%
according to the merging strategy. We try to appreciate
each method asset on recognition rate and speed. Results
are presented on 52 different character classes (upper
and lower case letters) and more than 50000 examples
from UNIPEN database.

Keywords : on-line character recognition, clustering,
evolutionary neural classifier, classifier cooperation,
integrating neural network.

1 Introduction

Characters recognition covers two investigation areas,
mainly differentiated by the data acquisition mode. The
off-line (or static) recognition works on images of the data
to be classified, images obtained through an optical
scanner. At the contrary, on-line (also called dynamic)
recognition, manages signals coming from a graphic
tablet. Static data (represented by a BitMap matrix) are
therefore two-dimensional while dynamic ones
(representing the continuation of the stroke coordinates)
are mono-dimensional. Fields of application in static
recognition vary from the automatic recognition of check
amounts and zip-codes to that of the handwriting in order
to store data informatically. Similarly, dynamic
recognition leads to many applications : signature
authentication, handwriting recognition in order to create
pen-based computers without keyboard.

1.1 The allographs

The notion of allograph is characteristic of handwriting.
It includes characters having the same static
representation (that is to say the same image) but
presenting a very variable dynamics in term of the number
of strokes composing the character, of the sense and the
direction of these strokes. On the other hand, the different
ways of writing a given character (cursive, script,
uppercase or lowercase) are also allographs. Their
multiplication affects the different characters classes
heterogeneously : some classes will include many
allographs (heterogeneous classes like “E” figure 1),
others very few (homogeneous classes like “O”).

Secondary in mono-writer recognition systems
(dedicated to the recognition of a single writer
productions), this phenomenon cannot be overlooked in
omni-writer context (where the system must  recognize
anybody’s handwriting).

Figure 1 : Three “E” allographs.

Besides, to fully apprehend it, it is necessary to have a
large database where all variants of characters appear and
training algorithms are able to take into account the most
frequent allographs as well as the rare ones which
presence in the database is marginal.

1.2 Model generation versus discrimination

One generally distinguishes two kinds of classifiers.
Discriminating (or separating) classifiers achieve a
determination of the optimal boundary between classes
and generating (or modelizing) classifiers create as many



specific models as there are classes. The main interest of
the second solution (models generation) is the modularity:

• the addition of news classes implies only the
generation of the corresponding model and not a
complete re-training of the system;

• for the classification, it is possible to activate only the
most relevant models and to inhibit others; in order to
speed up the treatment.

The classification is a competition between all the
models. The winner is the model presenting the best
adequacy with the shape to classify. It is therefore already
a kind of cooperation : the final decision is made while
taking into account the opinion of the NA experts (each
modelizing a single allographic class).

In order to fully apprehend the complexity of the
problem, it seems interesting to use several classifiers of
this type operating on different views of the problem or
presenting different behaviors. The output information of
these classification experts can be used in a cooperation
meta-expert to take a decision. The set of classification
experts associated with the cooperation expert form a
classification macro-expert.

Let us consider a set of λ classifiers. They all have the
same input vector (data captured with an electronic tablet)
and the structure of their output vector is always similar.
Thus, for the X classifier (figure 2), the output vector is as
sketched on the figure :

Sx = (Lx,d1,...,dN) avec d dL
i N

ix
=

=1,...,
( )min

where (d1,... ,dN) represent the scores given by N models
on the N classes and Lx the label of the winner (model
producing the smallest score). All these experts are type
III ones according to the classification proposed in [10] :
the combination is achieved at the measurement level
from the λN measures stem from the λ classifiers.

Figure 2 : The modelizing classifier.

The following section will be devoted to the description
of the two classifiers that we are going to make cooperate.
The first is a system generating models with minimization

of the intra-class variance alone (optimal modelizing of
each class independently of others: figure 3.a). The
second is based on an original concept of discrimination
between the different models. It minimizes confusions
(conjoined minimization of the intra-class and inter-class
variances: figure 3.b). We present in section three the
different strategies of cooperation knowing that the aimed
criteria is to increase jointly the accuracy (recognition
rate) and the classification speed. We expose experimental
results in section four and finally, our conclusions and
prospects in section five.

2 The classifiers

2.1 The prototype generation

Thez prototype generation system uses an original
clustering algorithm, based on an intrinsic modelizing of
each class. This algorithm (called MDCA) doesn't require
any initialization and chooses automatically how many
and which prototypes are needed to represent each class
[7]. It consists in an MD (Morphological Dividing) stage
of characters in homogeneous subclasses follow-up by CA
(Competitive Agglomeration) stages that find the
representative prototypes of every subclasses. Another
algorithm (the so called MDCA2) has been developed in
order to improve, by adaptation, the prototype quality and,
at the same time, the classifier accuracy, while preserving
the same classification speed (Table1).

In this system, the criteria used during training is the
optimization of the subclass models considered
independently of others (figure 3.a). The competition
between the different models only occurs after, during the
classification stage.

Figure 3 : (a) modelizing training
(b) model competition.

2.2 The evolutionary neural classifier

The classifier is made of Three-Layered Perceptron.
These networks are called auto-associative - because they
use the input vector as desired output - or diabolo
regarding their shape. The classification result from the
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competition of N networks and choosing the best fitted
model, that is to say the network producing the smallest
reconstruction error. The initial classifier had a static
topology with N networks (each one dedicated to one
character class). The high heterogeneity of data leads to
poor results. For this very reason, it seemed interesting to
substitute to the notion of character class, the notion of
allographic class and to build an evolutionary classifier
including NA networks (dedicated to the modelizing of
one given allographic class). A homogeneous class only
includes few allographs and will be modelized with a
small number of networks. At the contrary, a
heterogeneous class will generate many allographs, and as
many networks.

The competition between models is necessary to the
training process that uses a criteria (the confusion rate) to
make the number of models of the classifier evolving [1].
It is therefore a discriminative training on a set of models
(figure 3.b).

In both cases, during the test step, there is a competition
between the different models. The winner is the class
which model presents the best adequacy with the example
to recognize.

2.3 Database and Results before cooperation

This survey has been achieved on a part of Unipen
database, “the” international database in dynamic
handwriting recognition [2]. We worked on isolated
letters (upper and lower cases) of the Unipen corpus
(Train R01-V07), regrouping in one same class upper and
lower cases. We applied a simple pre-processing :
characters are resampled isometrically with 21 points
(inducing 42 cells on the network input layer) and then
centred and size normalised in [-1,1].

We specifies in the table 1 the distribution of examples
in training and test database as well as both classifier
recognition rate.

The first classifier (C1) uses prototypes of letters (from
MDCA2 clustering) and k-nearest-neighbor classification
to take its decision, the second one (C2) is constituted of
246 networks 21-7-21. Their respective classification
speed reaches 10 and 60 characters per second on a
Pentium 200.

3 Cooperation

3.1 Previous researches

We have an unique source (data flow outputs from the
tablet) and several distinct classification algorithm.

The goal of cooperation is the improvement of
recognition performances. Now, one will note in most
experiments that the statistical independence of the
systems is the most frequently quoted factor to ensure a
reduction of the mean classification error. Indeed, the
combination of correlated systems (with identical or very

similar behaviors), does not permit any improvement of
system accuracy. Two methods received our attention to
get decorrelated engines.

Nb Ex C1 C2

Training 36748 ___ 4.05 %

Test 17798 5.05 % 7.53 %

Table 1 : Database sizes and error rates.

The coding of the input

Specifying the essential features of the signal to be
recognized allows us to improve the representativeness of
the input space and to use different views that will be
combined then. The approach with double coding (spatial
and analytic) presented in [8] shows the interest of such a
solution. In [5], we made cooperate two classifiers
exploiting the dynamic (temporal) and static (spatial)
properties of handwriting (figure 4).

Figure 4 : Merging classification information.

The algorithm of training

When one compares results produced by several
algorithms on a given problem, one distinguishes different
behaviors. A natural idea is to consider that these systems
are sufficiently independent to take benefit of a
cooperation. In [4] for example, the cooperation of four
systems, respectively: a structural approach, a bayesian
approach, a neural network and a hidden markov model is
presented.

We are going to study this approach now, using the
previously described prototype generation system and
evolutionary neural classifier.

3.2 Static cooperation

Parallel architecture (P_W)

The basic point of this strategy is to present the pattern
to recognize simultaneously to all the classifiers. These
latter outputs are concatenated to build  the input vector of
the cooperation expert. In that way, this one takes the final
decision by merging information coming from all
upstream classification experts (figure 5).
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The main drawback of such an approach is that it
requires to activate all the classification experts. On the
other hand, the decision is taken with the maximum of
knowledge provided by each expert.

Figure 5 : P_W fusion.

Applying merely this method - by summing output
vectors directly – does not require any a priori knowledge
on classifiers. But it doesn't take in account their
respective accuracy. It seems more relevant to achieve a
weighted sum of these vectors. The weighting α reflects
the confidence we give to each classifier and can be
estimated on the database by a statistical approach. If dd,i

represents the dynamic classifier scores and dn,i the neural
ones, the weighted sum is for all classes :

ri = dd,i + α dn,i       ∀ ∈i (1,N)

Several kinds of normalization have been tested but the
best results of cooperation have been obtained by dividing
the whole classifier values by the minimal values reached
by the classifier. Values are normalized as follows (m
represents the type of the classifier).
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Serial architecture (S)

The main goal of this strategy is to speed up the
treatment. The first classifier realizes a pruning of the
problem selecting the K most relevant models. This
selection is achieved by sorting the scores achieved by the
first classification expert and preserving only the best.
Then, the K corresponding models of the second expert
are activated (figure 6).

Figure 6 : Serial architecture.

The interest of such an architecture stands in the
possibility to choose the order of the classifier
intervention, and the models number and nature.

The K parameter materializes the acceleration degree :
the weaker it is, the faster the classification will be.

Hybrid architecture (PS_W)

It is a compromise between the two previous
architecture since it allies:

• The accuracy of the parallel weighted fusion

• The speed of the serial architecture

Here, the first classifier is followed by a selection expert
that plays a discriminative part as selecting the K most
relevant models among N. The K corresponding models of
the next expert are activated and finally, the partial output
of both classifiers are merged (figure 7).

Figure 7 : Hybrid architecture.

3.2 Dynamic fusion (P_IN)

Using a neural network as a cooperation expert is
especially attractive. Thanks to its training ability, it
should be able to manage to the best conflicts that appear
between the various classification experts. It is in fact a
more elaborate version of the weighted fusion. Here, the
weighting stands by default in the network connections,
but in a rather finer way since it applies differently for
each class and no more indifferently on all the scores.
Besides, the network is not limited in taking a decision
according to the different classifier outputs, but must
theoretically learn their behavior, strengths and
weaknesses.

Figure 8: Dynamic fusion with integrating neural network
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This technique is more effective than the previous one
but presents an inconvenience. It involves a data
compilation stage by training (even when the P_W fusion
just needed to optimize the weight α). Moreover, it
requires the optimization of the network architecture.

In order to train the integrating neural network, it is
necessary to homogenize its input vector i.e. the output
vectors of both classifier. So we achieved a non-linear
normalization of these latter. For every classifier and
every character class, we assimilate the distribution of
distances to a normal one. Its characteristic parameters
(mean and standard deviation) are computed as follows:

mean : m
1

N
di

A
k,i

k 1

N

=
=

∑

standard deviation : σ i = −
=

∑1

N
(d m )

A
k,i i

2

k 1

N

NA is the example number and dk,i the distance
computed by the model of the i class on examples of k
class. Once determined all the (mi,σi) parameters, the
following normalization formula is used.

When training and test database are normalized, the
stochastic training stage begins. The integrating neural
networks are MLP with 2N input cells (since we merge the
results of two classifiers), a hidden layer of variable size
NH and N output cells (figure 8).

4 Experimental results

The different cooperation schemes require the
adjustment of several parameters : the confidence
weighting α (P_W), the activation parameter K (PS_W)
and the number of network hidden cells NH (P_IN).

• Checking out recognition rates (Table 1), it seems
logical to choose α lower than 1 (since the dynamic
classifier is more accurate). Tests, achieved for
α ⊂ {0 ;2} confirm our hypothesis (figure 9).

Figure 9 : P_W & PS_W fusions
Error rate versus confidence weighting α.

• Using the neural classifier as selection expert in
PS_W fusion appears obvious considering the
classifier respective speeds. Tests on the activation

parameter K are optimum for K N=
2

. This value

allows to activate only half of the second classifier
models.

• Finally, the NH number of hidden cells of the
integrating network (P_IN) must be optimized.
Several sizes have been tested but the value

NH
N= =3

2
15 proved to be the one that maximized

the network accuracy. It is also the one recommended
in [3] for the realization of a neural fusion.

The table 2 summarizes the results of the different
cooperation. One will note the constant improvement of
the robustness: 30% for the static cooperation and 40%
for the neural (dynamic) one. The hybrid PS_W
cooperation, thanks to its selection expert, allows us to
optimize the classification speed.

Fusion P_W PS_W P_IN

Error rate

(%)

3.55 % 3.55 % 2.85 %

Speed

(character/sec)

8.5 15 8

Table 2 : Error rate and classification speeds.

5 Conclusions

In this communication, we point out classifier co-
operation advantages in on-line character recognition.
First, we present two impressive classifiers. The first is
built on prototypes selected by a new clustering algorithm
well-fitted to deal with heterogeneous classes, the second
is neural and evolutionary.

We develop several merging modules and show each
one's advantages and drawbacks (regarding error rates as
well as treatment speeds). Neural merging (P_IN) achieves
impressive results with a relative improvement of 40 %
respect to the results before merging. Hybrid serial/parallel
merging (PS_W) is also very interesting with an
improvement of 30 %, but its main asset is swiftness (as it
doesn't require any data compilation). And as our final
goal is to implement a system where character classes can
be easily added or taken off, such a merging seems
optimal.

To take advantage of the neural accuracy, while
preserving the hybrid swiftness, it should be interesting to
study the PS_IN merging. But it needs to feed the network
with partial (incomplete) input. Works on “extended
networks” (flag-networks) [9] should help us to achieve
such a job.
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Our final scope is to extend the classifier recognition
field to unconstrained hand-printed words [6] and then
text ; in order to build a personal electronic assistant.
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